
Covid origins debate, day 3: Probability



This has been a long and complicated debate.

I think we’ve already agreed on a few things:

“3 sick researchers at the Wuhan institute of virology” claims can’t be trusted.

It’s normal for pandemics to start in big cities.

A September lab leak is impossible.

→ as a corollary, the Wuhan database going offline on September 12th must be unimportant.



Some things don’t seem worth contesting:

We disagreed on whether or not seasonality is important. I think that leans towards a natural origin,
but it’s not strong evidence either way.

We disagreed on the exact prior odds of a pandemic in Wuhan. We’ve agreed it’s at least 1.5%.

I think it’s higher than 1.5% for a few reasons. The most obvious one is the difference between southern
and northern China. I can dig up more details about bats, farming, markets, and cuisine, etc, to get the 1.5%
up to 3%, if this debate comes down to a factor of 2, but there are some much bigger disagreements
we should work out before that.

Where the 2003 SARS pandemic first spilled over is academically interesting, but doesn’t matter too
much for this debate. Even if I could prove that started in Hubei, it wouldn’t necessarily change the
odds of SARS2 starting in Hubei.



Some disagreements are very important:

Rootclaim thinks the fact that the first cases were found
at that market carries no weight, and that location
is equally likely under a lab leak or zoonosis.

Rootclaim thinks that evidence points towards the lab.

Rootclaim thinks that evidence carries no weight.

Rootclaim thinks the lab had 180+ secret viruses,
one of which would be easy to turn into SARS-CoV-2.

Rootclaim thinks that the existence of the DEFUSE grant
gives a 20% likelihood that the WIV created SARS-CoV-2.

I think the odds that a lab leak would show up
across town at the Huanan market are
about 1 in 10,000. 

I think that the lineage A and lineage B evidence
points strongly towards a market origin.

I think it’s important that the evidence within
the market suggests infected animals in 1 shop (or 2).

I think the lab had 0 secret viruses. Even if the DEFUSE
grant secretly happened, I think they would collect ~30
more and be unlikely to find a SARS-CoV-2 precursor.

I think the odds they would create a virus like SARS-CoV-2
are low, even if they did DEFUSE. For instance, because
it’s a novel backbone, only 80% similar to SARS, and PRRAR
out of frame is a very strange furin cleavage site.



There are some things that I think I’ve proved, but I’m not sure Saar agrees:

The first cluster of cases is at the Huanan Seafood Market.

It’s normal for cases from a market outbreak to center on a market (it also happened with Xinfadi).

The data has no serious bias issues that question that it’s centered on Huanan market.

The only lab leak scenario that fits the data is someone going straight from the lab to the market,
starting a cluster, and the virus not spreading at the lab or anywhere else (that’s possible, but very unlikely).

Mostly, I think this conversation has been hard for a reason: the thing I’m arguing against keeps changing.



Objections to the Market Evidence:

• The first case wasn’t at the market
• The first two cases were visitors to the market
• There are actually lots of early cases, besides the market
• The data is biased
• Cases won’t be centered on the market, anyways
• It’s actually just the mahjong room
• The market is actually a super likely place for a cluster to start  I think we made it to here?
• It’s the ventilation                                                                                                 
• Sure it’s centered on the market, but that’s because it’s the Wuhan CDC
• Even if the raccoon dogs were sick, it’s still a lab leak



An illustration might help:



These were some claims Rootclaim made in week 1, I think I rebutted most of these:

• The first case wasn’t at the market                                                                  Dec 8th case was actually Dec 16th

• The first two cases were visitors to the market                                              4 of 5 first cases worked there, 5th a repeat visitor

• There are actually lots of early cases, besides the market                            multiple lines of reasoning reject this

• The data is biased                                                                                                unbiased before Dec 29th and after Jan 18th,
and no other claims of bias have been proven.

• Cases won’t be centered on the market, anyways                                         Xinfadi market proves otherwise

• It’s actually just the mahjong room                                                                  First case didn’t play mahjong, and there are
lots of mahjong rooms in Wuhan.

• The market is actually just a super likely place for a cluster to start  (I think maybe we made it to here?) 
• It’s the ventilation
• Sure it’s centered on the market, but that’s because it’s the Wuhan CDC
• Even if the raccoon dogs were sick, it’s still a lab leak

Claim:                                                                                                                 Rebuttal:



To reiterate briefly, here’s why I think the first cluster was at the Huanan market:

The first 5 known cases were there. 4 were employees, the 5th was a repeat visitor.

Years of searching have failed to find any earlier cases.

Early hospitalizations were 50%+ market linked at multiple hospitals across town, before the market link was known.

December hospitalizations were still 33% market linked after a retrospective search.

The genetic clock and simple exponential math line up well with the market outbreak.

Even the unlinked cases were
centered on the market:

The market is also the center
of the pandemic, genetically:



Here’s why I said 1 in 10,000:

4 out of the 5 first known cases worked at the market.

~1,000 people work at the market, out of 10 million in Wuhan = 1 in 10,000.

Analysis of traffic in Wuhan said there are ~1,600 places in Wuhan that get more traffic than the market.

Weighted by traffic to each, it gets 1 in 10,000 of the traffic (measured by Sina visitor system check-ins).

The full list of 1,600 places can be found here.

I can’t include this in my slides – it would be 45 pages of places more popular than the Huanan market.

We can filter that list, remove outdoor locations, add more criteria, assume some bias in the dataset, but Huanan
is still not going to be anywhere near the top of the list.

120/1,178,244 =
(1 in 9,819)

https://github.com/sars-cov-2-origins/huanan-market/blob/main/data/places_more_popular_than_huanan.csv


Even among supermarkets and shopping 
malls, Huanan market doesn’t stand out.

There are 70 markets more popular than 
Huanan, in this dataset.



Here’s a map of all those
supermarkets and
shopping malls.

The Sina visitor system data
ranks each of these higher
traffic than Huanan market.

And many of these are
closer to the WIV than the
Huanan market is.



The Worobey paper also looked at other possible superspreading locations:
They flagged 430 locations in Wuhan as high risk superspreading locations
after comparing to lists of other superspreading events.

The Huanan market gets 1 / 2,500th of the total traffic to those high risk places.

“Beyond markets, we found at least 1,676 total locations in Wuhan with more visitors than the Huanan Seafood Market. However, some high traffic locations may be less 
predisposed to COVID-19 superspreader events or substantial spread over a longer period than others: to further quantify this, we utilized a list of known SARS-CoV-2 
superspreader locations/events (34) to further subset the following categories of locations that may serve as potential high-risk locations for superspreader events: 'Residential 
area', 'College', 'Building', 'shopping mall', 'Hospital', 'Middle school', 'supermarket', 'bar', 'Convenience Store/Convenience Store', 'Sports place', 'Comprehensive Stadium', 
'church', 'Temple', 'primary school', ‘company’.

This subset identified another further 430 locations which may be at higher risk for superspreader events, which received more human visitors than the Huanan Seafood Market. 
As a fraction of all social media check-ins to the set of 70 markets described above, the Huanan market represented (120/98,146) visits or 0.12%; as a fraction of all social media 
check-ins to the set of 430 locations similar to those of known superspreader events, the Huanan market represented (120/262,233) or 0.046%. For all four wet markets selling 
wild animals in Wuhan, these numbers were 206/98,146 (0.21%) and 206/262,233 (0.079%), respectively.

While the potential risk of a location to be the site of an ascertained COVID-19 superspreader event (SSE) undoubtedly depends on many factors beyond number of visitors, there 
are no reasons to believe the Huanan Seafood Market is at an unusually high risk of a SSE compared with several other locations in Wuhan. COVID-19 cases associated with the 
Huanan market were not older (and actually leaned slightly younger) than all December 2019 COVID-19 cases on average (7), indicating the market population was not 
excessively elderly. Further, the main entryways to the market were large and open to the street, indicating a significant degree of airflow through the main thoroughfares.

While the association of social media check-ins and true visitor number likely varies across different types of sites and is likely subject to demographic biases, for the Huanan 
market to be even a remotely likely random location for a superspreader event within the city of Wuhan would require it to be extremely under-reported in the social media 
data. The fraction of Huanan market social media visitors out of social media visitors to all markets was 0.12%, or slightly higher than the number of visitors per day officials 
reported to the WHO mission report (10,000) as a fraction of the general Wuhan population of approximately 11 million (0.09%). Further, the Huanan market specifically received 
fewer social media visitors than 2 Walmart stores, 2 Carrefour stores, and 1 RT-Mart store, and does not stand out among other large wholesale markets in the city.”



There is nothing unique about the market, other than the wild animals.

• The ventilation isn’t abnormally bad:
○ The ceilings are high.
○ Each market street ends with an open entrance, so the

building has dozens of open holes for ventilation.
○ Any kind of bar or restaurant is worse than this.

• Any other kind of supermarket is similar – those have more
traffic, same or worse ventilation. Those have break rooms where
employees socialize (just like the mahjong closet).



The Mahjong room is not some unique place that can
incubate covid better than any other place in Wuhan.
There are many Mahjong rooms in town:

“Chess and card rooms: These facilities provide 
Mahjong, poker and all types of chess activities. 
They are popular recreational areas for local 
residents. With the popularity of board games, 
chess and card rooms have begun to become 
popular among youth. There are 838 chess and 
card rooms in the study area.”

Those places were spread around the city, many were 
closer to the Wuhan institute of Virology.

Including other “leisure entertainment facilities”, like 
bars, theatres, cybercafes, karaoke, etc, the study found
2,914 places in the study area.

What are the odds the first super-spreading location 
just happened to be at the only one of these places 
that was selling wild animals?

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2210670718314914


What are the odds that the virus would start in this particular mahjong room?

Measured by number of locations: 1 in 2,914.

But, you also need to weight that by total number
of visitors, many of those places are likely popular
and this room is tiny and most outsiders don’t know
about it.

Weighted by traffic, it’s probably even lower
than 1 in 10,000.

On the other hand, there are only 4 wet markets in town selling wild animals.

The Huanan market has the most shops selling wildlife of any of those markets.

And wild animals are known to start pandemics.

I think this may be a video inside the mahjong room

https://twitter.com/franciscodeasis/status/1644024952801075212


The Huanan market is just a large shopping area.

The west side of the market is smaller than a Walmart store, the west and east sides combined are slightly larger:

World-wide average customers per Walmart store are about 3,500 per day, but some supercenters get 10,000+/day

https://www.demandsage.com/walmart-statistics/
https://www.demandsage.com/walmart-statistics/#:~:text=Every%20day%2C%20Walmart%20serves%20more,average%20of%2010%2C000%20customers%20daily.


Huanan market isn’t even the biggest wet market in Wuhan.

Huanan market has 680 shops.
Baishazhou market has 3,600 shops.

Baishazhou market is also closer to the Wuhan Institute
of Virology, it’s a few miles away, on the same side of the river.

If there was some unique property of large markets that
selectively amplified pandemics, then Baishazhou would
still be more likely to be the point of amplification.

What Huanan market did have is wildlife.

The Xiao Xiao 2021 paper listed 17 shops in Wuhan that were
selling wild animals.

Huanan market had 7 of the listed shops.

Baishazhou market had only 2 of those shops.

The other two markets each had 4.

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8218259/Footage-shows-Wuhans-biggest-wet-market-reopens.html
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Wuhan+Institute+of+Virology,+CAS:+Hubei+Engineering+and+Technology+Research+Center+for+Viral+Diseases,+%E5%B0%8F%E6%B4%AA%E5%B1%B1%E4%B8%AD%E5%8C%BA+Wuchang+District,+Wuhan,+Hubei,+China/Baishazhou+Market,+%E4%B8%87%E7%A6%8F%E6%9E%97+Wuchang+District,+Wuhan,+Hubei,+China/@30.5684207,114.2697178,12.8z/data=!4m14!4m13!1m5!1m1!1s0x342ea56945e84d71:0x402ec92fd18fef96!2m2!1d114.3508524!2d30.5391912!1m5!1m1!1s0x342eb0285b705689:0x6b410a445e93d34c!2m2!1d114.296571!2d30.521414!3e0?entry=ttu
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-91470-2


List source

List source

We can make lists of other superspreading
events throughout the pandemic, to
see where the first cluster is most
likely to occur:

https://www.pnas.org/doi/full/10.1073/pnas.2018490117
https://www.cell.com/trends/microbiology/fulltext/S0966-842X(21)00124-4?dgcid=raven_jbs_aip_email


A Korean study (for the 2021 delta wave) found that covid spread well in sports acadamies, karaoke centers, and schools:

https://academic.oup.com/jid/article/225/5/793/6448309?login=true


A Korean study from 2020 showed that religious groups were the largest superspreading events,
followed by workplaces, schools, and leisure facilities.

Market was listed as one of the leisure facilities, but it’s just one out of 7, and finer data wasn’t provided.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8701974/


Covid spread well on ships. It also spread well in nursing homes:

Table source

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0163445320307179


A Hong Kong study found that superspreading occurred in bars, weddings, and temples:

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-020-1092-0


A US study in New York and Seattle found superspreading at sporting events, museums, and some grocery stores:

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC9245708/


A French study used contact tracing data to identify superspreading locations.

The most common were: colleges, followed by hospitals, disability social care facilities, and high schools.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8493733/


An Indian study identified super-spreading clusters at several different workplaces,
a pharmaceutical company, a convention center, and a steel plant.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC9273085/


A Romanian study found lots of super-spreading in hospitals:

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7428275/


A Taiwanese study found superspreading events among household and tour group settings

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8164498/


Food processing plants do show up on one of the lists, those sound kind of like a wet market.
But the list also includes other shopping locations, schools, hospitals, restaurants, bars, churches, etc.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0163445320307179


Meatpacking plants are colder, more crowded, and often have a single shared airspace:



The Huanan market is just several streets of shops, not a single airspace, not as cold, variable crowding levels,
more visitors than residents:



The Huanan market might be in the 50-60 Fahrenheit range, if it matches outdoor temps in Wuhan,
or it could be warmer than that:

Here are some guidelines for meatpacking plants:

https://www.climatestotravel.com/climate/china/wuhan
https://agriculture.ks.gov/docs/default-source/meat-and-poultry/recommended-physical-standards-for-meat-and-poultry-slaughter-processing-plants-.pdf?sfvrsn=0


The people working at the market weren’t abnormally old.

Rootclaim says that the median age of people who got sick at the market was 56:

WHO report Annex, Page 128

But if you read the WHO report, you’ll find out that
the median age outside the market was also 56:

https://www.who.int/docs/default-source/coronaviruse/who-convened-global-study-of-origins-of-sars-cov-2-china-part-annexes.pdf?sfvrsn=3065bcd8_5


And the market linked cases are mostly in their
40’s and 50’s, they’re actually younger than the
average covid case found in Wuhan.

I calculated a median age from this table and
came up with 45 at the market.

That was assuming that all the 20- age group was 25,
the 60- age group was 65, etc.

Even if you assume all the 20- age group are 29, the
60- age group are 69, etc., then the median age at the 
market would be 49.

Whereas outside the market, the median case is 56.

So the entire Rootclaim case, regarding age, falls
apart when you actually look at the data.

source: WHO report annexes, page 177

https://www.who.int/docs/default-source/coronaviruse/who-convened-global-study-of-origins-of-sars-cov-2-china-part-annexes.pdf?sfvrsn=3065bcd8_5


If patient zero was at the lab, the number one place you’d expect to find a cluster is at the lab.

Other than that, superspreading can happen at any crowded location.

The number two place might be at the hospital that the “3 hospitalized WIV researchers” went to.

Beyond that, it gets harder to say. Any one of the lab workers could get their family sick. 
Their children could cause an outbreak at a school.

The lab workers could infect any restaurant or bar in town.

They could infect any place they went shopping, and the Huanan market is way down the list of most
popular places to shop.

Shi Zhengli supposedly enjoys karaoke, singing events have been good at spreading covid.

https://www.reddit.com/user/DrLiMengYAN2/comments/nqhc4q/does_peter_daszak_know_will_he_miss_karaoke/


Even if the market was the best place in Wuhan for spreading covid for some unknown reason, you still need lab
workers to go to many places to find out which place spreads covid best.

These 5 people at the market got sick Dec 10th to 13th. They got infected maybe a week earlier than that, so the market was
infected somewhere around Dec 3rd.

At that time, there might be only 10 people infected
with covid in Wuhan (50% confidence) or less
than 40 (95% confidence), according to Pekar’s models
based on genetic diversity.

Simple exponential math of the outbreak gives a similar
estimate of the number of early December cases.

So the odds that a lab worker, or one of the first 10-40
cases infected by the lab leak, would randomly go to the
market, vs. some other potential cluster location,
are still very low.

Predicted cumulative number of covid cases.
Figure 4 from Pekar et al 2022, light gray is 95%
confidence interval, black is 50% confidence interval

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.abp8337#F4


Covid does not do a good job at spreading one person at a time.

Most people infect zero others, a few people cause clusters. Covid either grows exponentially or it goes extinct.

It can’t just transmit at a low level for a long time before it stumbles upon the market.

Image source

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7338915/


Rootclaim had a lot of different objections to the market odds.

Another objection was that the traffic to the Huanan market was based on social media check-ins and this 
was biased against the market.

It is a valid question if this data is representative. I’d point out that people also aren’t likely to check-in at the 
supermarket, a subway station, or many other places. So it’s hard to quantify the bias here.

Rootclaim offered an estimate that 10,000 people per day visit the Huanan market.
Some other lab leak supporters say it’s 7,000.

Since 10 million people live in Wuhan, you might guess the odds are actually 1 in 1,000 of the virus spreading 
at the Huanan market.

That’s possible, though we don’t have similar data from other locations to compare against.

Also, the average person visits more than one place in a day, so the denominator is 10 million * (average 
number of places visited per day).

If each person goes to 5 places per day (maybe a job, 2 subway stations, a market, a restaurant), then the
Huanan market is still 1 in 5,000.

https://twitter.com/Biorealism/status/1664180905018269696


I should clarify one more thing:

I’m giving 1 in 10,000 odds that the virus “spreads at the market and nowhere else”. That is: no outbreak at the 
lab, no other outbreak, just the one at the market. I could build a better model based on covid transmission 
rates to calculate the exact odds here that the lab worker would not infect the lab, their family,
etc, and only infect the market.

10,000 could actually be too low, when you consider the fact there’s no early outbreak at the lab or elsewhere.

Or it could be somewhat too high, after accounting for social media bias in the traffic data or the relative odds 
of superspreading at each location in Wuhan.

Those two factors work in opposite directions.

1 in 10,000 is probably about right, as a good estimate for how unlikely the market is for the first outbreak,
assuming covid started as a lab leak from the Wuhan institute of virology.

We can do more work to come up with the exact traffic numbers across town, but the most important thing
to note is the discrepancy between our two analyses:

I think this is a very unlikely coincidence.
Rootclaim’s analysis assumes there is a 100% chance the virus went straight from the lab to the market.



These were the claims Yuri made in week 2, I think I rebutted each of these:

• There are actually intermediate genomes                                                     There’s no convincing evidence of any intermediates.
Every genome Yuri pointed out came later in the
pandemic, and was from a single lab in Sichuan
which used a bad software program.

• Lineage B may have started at the market but Lineage A came first         The genetic clock says otherwise.

• Actually, proCov2 came even earlier than Lineage A                                   proCov2 is a random reversion, and not found early.

• The Lineage A sample at the market is mutated/fake/unimportant         The lineage A sample is real and important.
Both lineages found at the market supports zoonosis.

• Even if there were 2 lineages, the 2 lineages came from the lab.              Very unlikely to come to the market twice, in that
case I get to square the 1 in 10,000 odds that the
virus came from the lab to the market.

I’m not sure how far we got with discussing Lineage A/Lineage B

Lab leak claim:                                                                                                 My rebuttal:



Here’s the key evidence I’m claiming for 2 lineages:

Lineage A was found at the market. The first 2 lineage A cases were also found
closer to the market than expected by chance, if you think covid was actually 
all over town. (p = .001) 

I’m calling that a bayes factor of 50.

One of those 2 cases was found before December 29th – that was
actually the first patient diagnosed by Zhang Jixian, before she found
any market linked patients. She just thought their symptoms looked
like SARS. It was only retrospectively noticed that they lived so close
to the market. So that location can’t be biased.

The other patient was not linked to the market, so I don’t understand
how that one could be biased, either.

It was retrospectively noticed that they spent 5 days at a hotel
very near the market, before they got sick.

The earliest 3 lineage A sequences found anywhere were these 2 patients
and the lineage A sample taken from the market.

https://www.edguidelines.com/ebm2point0/converting-p-values-into-the-probability-that-a-finding-is-real/


Lineage A was found at the market, in 1 out of 4 samples sequenced
(or maybe 2 out of 11, including those samples with very low read counts) .
One of those samples was taken very close to the raccoon dog shop.



Those two early cases were at or near the root of the Lineage A genetic tree:



The genetic clock says that Lineage B came first.
If lineage A came first, it should have evolved more than lineage B.



The genetic clock says Lineage B came before Lineage A
B was found earlier, has more diversity earlier, and continued to have more diversity than lineage A.
There are twice as many Lineage B cases than Lineage A cases everywhere in Wuhan, and also outside Wuhan.



For that, I’m claiming a bayes factor of 11, based on Pekar’s model.

I’m being conservative here and excluding the market cases from the analysis,
if you include those it’s bayes factor 48. I’m excluding those because we’ve already decided that the market
is the first major cluster, so I want to make sure I’m not double counting.

Pekar’s numbers are consistent with other papers, like Pipes et al 2021, which gives 96% odds Lineage B came first.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7798932/


And lastly, I’m claiming a bayes factor of 4.2, because of the two lineages.

I think that’s actually conservative and low, based on the many real world examples I found where 1 introduction = 1 polytomy.

So the combined odds for 2 lineages
at the market are about 1 in 2,000

(4.2*11*50 = 2,310)

Figure from Pekar et al, 2022

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.abp8337


No other theory for lineage A and B explains the facts as well:

• If lineage A didn’t start at the market, why are the earliest lineage A cases so close?

• If you think lineage A was widespread before the market, then the viral diversity of A should be higher than B.

• If you think lineage A was low prevalence before, then you have to explain why the market was
the one and only superspreading event.



The lab leak theory has gone through many stages, criticizing the market evidence:

• There were no animals at the market (after WHO report)
• There were raccoon dogs in 2014, but what about 2019? (after eddie holmes photo)
• There were raccoon dogs in 2019, but what about December 2019? (after xiao xiao paper)
• There was raccoon dog DNA, but the human DNA was removed (Alina Chan)
• There was raccoon dog DNA, but those samples were negative (Steven Quay)
• There was raccoon dog DNA in positive samples, but it’s not correlated to covid RNA (Jesse Bloom)
• There was raccoon dog DNA in positive samples, but not enough reads       we are here, maybe?
• Even if the raccoon dogs were sick, it’s still a lab leak

Inside the market, I’m also not sure how far our discussion got



To reiterate, two shops selling wildlife tested positive: shop 6/29 and 8/25.
One of these shops had 5 positive samples, including one from a cage.
Both shops continued to test positive into February.

Environmental samples taken Jan 1st and Jan 12th, Image from Worobey et al, 2022



Many of these samples are both PCR+ and NGS+, so if you’re worried about the
low number of reads found in the NGS test, you can also trust the positive PCR tests.



Those infected wildlife shops had wildlife DNA, while many of the other positive market samples had human DNA.



Those two wildlife stalls both seem like plausible sources of the pandemic. Shop 6/29 looks better, to me.
Shop 6/29 had the most positive samples, on the first (unbiased) days of testing the market.

The positive cage, carts, and especially the drains look like infected wildlife.

Shop 8/25 doesn’t look quite as good because it tested negative on Jan 1st and mostly negative on Jan 12th.
But then it did test positive repeatedly into February, so it’s possible they figured out where to test in the shop,
based on some knowledge they gained about which animals were important.

We don’t know if either of those shop owners got sick. Neither of them were hospitalized for covid.
That’s not so weird – the odds of not being hospitalized for covid are perhaps 95%, on average (It depends on your age).
Animal traders may even have some extra resistance on top of that.

It is still possible someone from the lab came straight to the market, infected the market, and the animals inside
the raccoon dog shop got sick. Or perhaps someone sneezed on all the carts and cages and into the drains.
But that’s unlikely.

I’m claiming 1 in 68 odds that the internal market data looks like this. I say that because there are 10 wildlife shops
in the market out of 680. Any shop in the market could have randomly had this pattern with lots of positive samples and
heavily infected drains, but it just happened to be this one shop selling wildlife.

If Rootclaim wants to argue that this shop had infected animals because of a reverse zoonosis, and the odds of that are
higher than 1 in 68, I’m willing to hear that argument and their estimate of those odds.



Here’s relative hospitalization risk by age, from US CDC data

Mr Jin said his son in law is running shop 6/29. If the son is younger, in his 30’s or 40’s,
then the odds that guy gets hospitalized by covid are lower than 5%.

https://stacks.cdc.gov/view/cdc/111958


Both wildlife shops that tested positive were previously fined for selling illegal wildlife:

3 sellers at the Wuhan market were fined in May, 2019 for selling illegal live hedgehogs (shops 6-29, 8-25, and 9-37)

The fines were given on 5/29/2019 for Mr Jin, Mr Song, and Mr Zheng

Shop 6-29, with the raccoon dogs, was owned by Mr Jin. (Jin Xiushan, 金秀山)
The shop name might be translated as Jianghan Poultry Management Department.

Shop 8-25, owned by Mr Song Fabao, also had positive samples and positive warehouse samples.
Shop name is E'Dong Red Star Game Shop.

The fine notices were taken down off the web after Michael Standaert asked about them.

No shops at the 3 other Wuhan wet markets were fined in 2019 for illegal sales of wildlife.

I added a factor of 3/10 to my analysis to account for this.

This would be just another weird coincidence, if SARS-CoV-2 actually came from a lab and infected these shops,
that it happened to infect the specific shops that were selling illegal wildlife.

https://twitter.com/mstandaert/status/1534282591767076871
http://web.archive.org/web/20211117124950/http:/ylj.wuhan.gov.cn/zwgk/zwxxgkzl_12298/cfqz/xzcf/202011/t20201110_1499879.shtml
https://twitter.com/mstandaert/status/1534290482360160262
https://twitter.com/mstandaert/status/1561343368357109761
https://twitter.com/mstandaert/status/1586541784431312896


Many of the earliest known covid cases at the market also worked close to these 2 suspicious shops:

Marion Koopman’s map of early cases, as 
compared to known stalls selling wild game.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3mDjV0Mmtx8#t=19m50s


These aren’t just the earliest cases at the market, they’re the earliest in town

Other than these, there’s that one repeat visitor to the market that got sick on December 12th.

And there’s one other non-market linked case who might be that early (they live very close to the market).

So it’s really more like 12 of 13 of the first known cases are at the market, not just the first 5. And the 13th lived nearby.

The first case in Wuhan that’s not at or near the market is Accountant Chen, on December 16th.

But Chen’s case was sequenced and he’s lineage B with no mutations, exactly the same strain seen at the market.

The lab leak theory we heard last week said that lineage A started at the lab and lineage B started at the market.
Since Chen is lineage B, he must have been infected downstream of the market.

If Chen lived near the lab and had lineage A, or proCov2, that might be interesting lab leak evidence.

Instead, all it really shows is that the virus had started to spread around Wuhan by then.

And that shouldn’t be too surprising, the market spillover was probably late November. 
And covid can spread quickly – the first Beijing case was December 17th (and linked to the Huanan market).



China was obviously interested in shops 6/29 and 8/25.

They only tested warehouse samples for those 2 shops.

They only tested animals for a few shops, shop 6/29 was their highest priority.

Yes, the number of covid RNA reads in each wildlife sample is low.

But they’re definitely positive, many of those samples are PCR+ as well, they’re not false positives.

I think they’re just weak positives because the market has been closed for 12 days, and the
spill-over happened a month before that.

The market data is not perfect.

But it’s pretty good.

And it’s in comparison to the lab leak theory, which isn’t even sure which lab covid leaked from
or which month it leaked, and has no model of how many people were sick in December.



Just imagine if this were reversed, and the evidence for the lab was this good

• Imagine that the 12 earliest cases were at the lab.
• Imagine they were all fairly near Ben Hu’s office.
• Imagine we didn’t know for sure if Ben Hu was sick, but we did get 5 weak positive samples inside his office.
• Imagine that all the December cases radiated out away from the lab and were centered on it.
• Imagine those lab cases were also at the center of the pandemic, genetically. 
And so on…

Imagine that was the evidence, and someone tried to argue the virus was actually from a market across town.

Suppose they did some analysis finding that many people at the lab got infected in the bathrooms or some break room
where people socialized. Then they tried to argue that the toilets were the cause or the break room just has some property
that grows covid infections faster than any other place in Wuhan, and that’s the answer, not the research done at the lab.

Suppose they did some correlation analysis saying that the covid RNA was too spread around the lab, that the
highest amount wasn’t at Ben Hu’s office, so that couldn’t be the source.

That would sound absurd. But that’s the mirror image of the lab leak theory.

I think this shows that people have a huge bias towards believing lab leak theories, for all the reasons
I explained in the first debate. People have an innate bias to see a human motive behind every natural
event that happens in the world.



How does the work done at the lab, or the DEFUSE grant, change these probabilities?

In theory, I could still support a lab leak at this point.

Suppose that what showed up at the market was the SARS virus from 2003, with zero mutations.
That would be impossible in nature, but possible from a lab freezer.

That would be a bigger coincidence than any of the market evidence.

The same would be true if it was some chimeric virus with an exact WIV16 backbone. It would also be impossible
to find the exact previous backbone in nature with no mutations, years after that virus was found.

But what we actually have is a novel virus that’s only 80% similar to SARS, and it has many features that do
not look engineered.

It’s not at all clear that a lab made that virus, or whether they could make that virus.

We need to mark down the lab leak theory for the odds that they could create this virus.



The lab would first need a secret virus

Rootclaim says they had 180 secret viruses. It’s clear that was actually 180 total viruses in the DEFUSE grant, because
they said those were collected over 14 years, and the number matches the total number of viruses they had, as
measured by other papers.

I think they have no secret viruses.

But if you make some assumption they secretly did all the work proposed in DEFUSE, 
maybe they have collected ~30 extra ones.



Odds of a secret starting virus?

DEFUSE grant says they’ll collect 3,000 samples (page 31). That’s going to yield ~30 sarbecoviruses.

The odds of finding one like BANAL-52 are ~1 in 100 viruses, if you look at exactly the right location in Laos.

But they’re much lower elsewhere. The WIV plans to sample in their known bat cave. They’ve already sampled there,
100-200 times, without finding a SARS2 family virus. Looking for 30 more viruses there isn’t likely to get one.



They would need a virus with the correct Receptor binding domain.

Maybe 5 sarbecoviruses have that (3 BANAL viruses, 1 from Yunnan, 1 from vietnam) out of 1,500 total sarbecoviruses.
30 viruses * (5/1,500) = 10%.

But 4 of those aren’t close to SARS2, outside the RBD, you really need something like BANAL-52:
30 * (1/1,500) = 2%

2% is my high end guess for the odds they have a secret virus they could use to make SARS2.

I think it’s lower than that. BANAL-52 is still only 97% similar to SARS2, it really needs to be 99+%

You need to adjust downward for that. I’m not sure by how much.

And then I think you should adjust downwards again for the fact that all these FOIA attempts and uncovered papers
don’t have any relevant viruses, and no evidence has shown up of secret sampling trips. Adjust downwards for that.

I went with 1 in 1,000 odds of a secret virus.

But it’s hard to know the right factor to add for secret research. Maybe we should separate these into separate factors:
• At most 2% chance they have the right virus, if they did secret sampling trips.
• Multiply by some other factor for the odds they did those secret trips and hid them.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC10560225/


They would also need a new reverse genetics system, for that new backbone

The DEFUSE grants says that they will primarily work with 3 backbones: WIV1, WIV16, and SHC014

They also talk about making 3-5 novel backbones per year, but it’s unclear how they will choose these.

They’re definitely not going to make a new backbone for every virus. That takes too long and isn’t necessary
for most of what the lab wants to know.

In a discussion between Yuri Deigin and Stuart Neil, they agreed it might take about 3 months to make this.

In the last debate, Yuri said maybe you could do that in 3 weeks, if you were efficient.

Even then, 200 viruses * 3 weeks = 600 weeks. Or you need a large team to do the work in parallel.

Shi Zhengli does not have a large team, so there’s a limit on how many they could work on at once.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Za9kLYRM6Hg#t=1h6m


They would need to find that SARS2 precursor interesting

The lab had RATG-13 for 6 years. That’s 96% similar to Covid and they did not do any experiments with that.

DEFUSE talks about inserting viruses into 3 backbones highly similar to SARS (WIV1, WIV16, and SHC014). They
were definitely interested in those viruses.

DEFUSE was interested in ACE2 interaction, but they were also
interested in spike similarity (presumably to SARS)

The SARS2 spike is not uniquely well adapted to human cells.

It works well, but some pangolin viruses work even better.

And SARS2 has had mutations throughout the pandemic to
improve cell entry.

I’m not sure it would stand out compared to other sarbecoviruses,
prior to the pandemic.

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.03.22.436468v1


SARS2 binds well to human ACE2, but so do many other bat viruses, most of them closer to SARS1

RATG13 doesn’t bind as well, but it’s on par
with some of the less well adapted SARS1 strains,
and the WIV seems to have ignored SARS1.

The backbones normally used at the lab, like
WIV1 and SHC014, bind well to human ACE2. You
could just throw a furin cleavage site into those
for a first experiment and that might work.

Figure 1 from Starr et al, 2022.
Darker colors indicate better ACE2 binding.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8967715/


Even among the most closely related viruses, SARS-CoV-2 does not have the best human ACE2 binding.
BANAL-236 binds better to human ACE2 than SARS-CoV-2 does.
If the lab had secretly gone to Laos and collected some of these same viruses, there’s no guarantee they would have
focused specifically on a SARS-CoV-2 precursor.

a, Results of spike-pseudotyped BANAL-236 (squares) and SARS-CoV-2 
(strain BetaCoV/France/IDF0372/2020, GISAID accession number 
EPI_ISL_406596, diamonds) pseudovirus entry assay in HEK-293T cells 
expressing (purple lines) or not (grey lines) the hACE2 receptor, shown in 
relative luminescence units (RLUs) produced by the firefly luciferase present 
in the lentiviral backbone and the Bright-Glo luciferase substrate. A single 
experiment performed in triplicate representative of two experiments is 
shown. Centre values represent the average of the three replicates and error 
bars indicate s.d.

Figure from Temmam et al 2022

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-022-04532-4/figures/4


They would need to make a full-length backbone for that secret virus.

Let’s assume that what they’re doing is likely to leak, because you think the lab is highly unsafe.

So, first they’re going to create 180 chimeras in a WIV1/WIV16/SHC014 backbone, to categorize the spikes of
all the viruses they already have.

Then they’re going to make up to 30 more, if they find 30 new viruses.

Then they’re possibly going to make 3-5 full length viruses per year, but it’s hard to understand which ones and what
they would prioritize.

That’s ~210 chances for a virus to leak, before you even get to making the full length viruses.

The first virus that leaks is going to only have (3-5)/210 odds that it’s one of the full length recreated ones (1-2% range).

Existing spikes like WIV1 and SHC014 might work if you added to cause an outbreak, if you added the FCS to those.

Even if the SARS2 spike is some key thing that enables it to leak and spread, that spike might still work in one of the
three existing backbones, and those chimeric viruses could leak first.



They would need to add a furin cleavage site

There’s a difference of opinion as to whether DEFUSE was going to add cleavage sites where they don’t exist,
or look for partial sequences and complete them, or what exactly was happening .

You’d probably want to add some probability here, because it’s unclear.

I didn’t, I just called it 100% to steelman the lab leak theory.

I did add a 50% to my analysis, because it’s not clear if they’re talking about the S1/S2 site or S2’.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Za9kLYRM6Hg#t=46m50s


They would need to add a very weird cleavage site

Scientists normally choose RRKR. The cleavage site found is PRRAR, and it’s out of frame.

Out of 5 previous experiments I found adding cleavage sites, neither used Proline or Alanine.

I’m saying it’s a factor of 10 for the Alanine. That’s suboptimal but not seriously detrimental.

I added a factor of 20 for the proline because you’d expect that to be detrimental.

And I added a factor of 6 for “out of frame” – with 6 possible codons for serine, maybe the secret virus had the right one.

Suppose you also think, like Yuri did, that they put an optimal FCS in first (RRKR), then tried different ones, or maybe
they tried lots of different combinations.

In that case, the RRKR one is still likely to leak first, before they get to something weird like PRRAR.



They would need to do this with live viruses, not pseudoviruses.

Many experiments can be conducted with pseudoviruses, with less effort and higher safety.

The prior furin cleavage site insertion experiments I found used pseudoviruses.

But the DEFUSE grant has references to both live and pseudoviruses, so it’s hard to say what
they were going to do here. Maybe it could be either.

I’m only adding a factor of 2 here, to steelman the lab leak theory.



They would need to successfully culture the virus, with no mutations.

Vero cells don’t work. They lose the furin cleavage site.

Calu-3 cells don’t work, various mutations are seen.

HAE cells or Vero cells+trypsin might work, but only if the virus escapes the culture quickly.

Humanized mice probably don’t work, because of the N501Y mutation, which arises in multiple experiments.
But they could work if the mouse bites a person among the first few passages from mouse to mouse.

I called it 1 in 10 that the lab would figure all this stuff out and culture the virus properly (i.e. they didn’t even
use HAE cells at the WIV in previous experiments).

But this one is a hard number to say precisely.

For instance, I didn’t calculate the odds that the first passaged mouse would bite a lab worker as compared to
the third passaged mouse.

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32732280/#&gid=article-figures&pid=fig-3-uid-2
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.11.10.377333v2.full.pdf


The virus would have to leak from the lab.

Lab infections are normally about 1 in 500, per lab, per year.

Rootclaim says this should be higher, because the lab was unsafe (some experiments at BSL-2) and they created
a highly pathogenic virus like SARS-CoV-2.

I conservatively upgraded my analysis to say 1 in 50 (= 2%) chance of a leak, because of this.

Rootclaim says it’s a 15% chance of a leak.

That sounds too high, to me, but I suppose this is a hard number to know.

One resource I found to estimate this is a database of lab accidents. We can search this to see how many times
SARS-CoV-2 has leaked, since the pandemic has started. The database lists 3 incidents but they’re all from Taiwan
and it’s unclear, I think they might be referring to the same incident.

That accident appear to be from working with Covid infected mice, and it was not done in a biosafety cabinet.

https://my.absa.org/LAI


Also, it’s unclear how much virus you’d have to grow in cell culture before a person could easily get infected.

Since SARS-CoV-2 is not leaking from many labs today, despite lots of work being done on the virus, maybe we
can conclude that the rate of initial lab leaks would also be low, and Rootclaim’s 15% estimate is too high.

But it’s also possible that the WIV had much worse safety than all labs working with the virus today.
And it’s also possible that SARS-CoV-2 has leaked from other labs since 2020 and it just wasn’t reported.

When we say BSL-2, they are still working with negative air flow cabinets, that should be the primary line of defense,
not the mask the person is wearing:



Putting this all together:

Odds DEFUSE grant happened secretly at the WIV (40% – this is Rootclaim’s number, I think it’s lower, but I’m steelmanning)
they had a suitable secret virus * (1 in 1,000 – my guess based on Latinne FOIA, 2018 paper, sampling rates, etc.)
they recognized the spike was interesting * (1 in 10? It’s not much like SARS, but maybe they could measure ACE2 binding)
they made a reverse genetics system for it, instead of using an existing backbone * (1 in 100 – no good reason)
they inserted a furin cleavage site * (1 in 1 – probably lower, but I’m steelmanning here, I’ll just give lab leak this one)
they put the site at S1/S2, not S2’ * (1 in 2 – maybe not a huge deal)
they chose RRAR * (1 in 10 – A is weird, but not highly detrimental. K works much better)
they chose PRRAR * (1 in 20 – This one is really weird and hard to explain)
they inserted it out of frame * (1 in 6 – let’s assume that’s in the secret virus, 6 different codons for serine)
they did the experiments with live virus, not pseudovirus (1 in 2? Unclear what DEFUSE intended, probably lower)
they found some effective way to culture it * (1 in 10? – most cultures/animals fail to make SARS2, assume they’re lucky)
they never published any of the work leading up to this * (1 in 10? could be lower/higher, hard to guess here)
what they created leaked * (1 in 50 – normally 1 in 500, but adjust generously upwards to steelman – BSL-2, live virus, etc)
the leak started an outbreak * (1 in 3)
it only showed up at the market * (1 in 10,000 – use ratio of Wuhan vendors to Wuhan population, or use traffic analysis)
it showed up at the market twice * (1 in 2,000 – it could look like 2 lineages by chance, but that’s very unlikely)
this all happened in the same month the SARS outbreak started * (1 in 6? or 1 in 4, or ignore seasonality, not a big deal)
the most positive samples happened to be in a shop selling susceptible animals * (1 in 68)
that shop was one of the only three (in town) previously fined for selling illegal wildlife * (3 in 10)
the cover-up was so good that neither DRASTIC nor the US government has solved this (1 in 10 – could be lower or higher)

Total odds against a lab leak = 1 in 5*1025



Putting this all together:

Odds DEFUSE grant happened secretly at the WIV (40% – this is Rootclaim’s number, I think it’s lower, but I’m steelmanning)
they had a suitable secret virus * (1 in 1,000 – my guess based on Latinne FOIA, 2018 paper, sampling rates, etc.)
they recognized the spike was interesting * (1 in 10? It’s not much like SARS, but maybe they could measure ACE2 binding)
they made a reverse genetics system for it, instead of using an existing backbone * (1 in 100 – no good reason)
they inserted a furin cleavage site * (1 in 1 – probably lower, but I’m steelmanning here, I’ll just give lab leak this one)
they put the site at S1/S2, not S2’ * (1 in 2 – maybe not a huge deal)
they chose RRAR * (1 in 10 – A is weird, but not highly detrimental. K works much better)
they chose PRRAR * (1 in 20 – This one is really weird and hard to explain)
they inserted it out of frame * (1 in 6 – let’s assume that’s in the secret virus, 6 different codons for serine)
they did the experiments with live virus, not pseudovirus (1 in 2? Unclear what DEFUSE intended, probably lower)
they found some effective way to culture it * (1 in 10? – most cultures/animals fail to make SARS2, assume they’re lucky)
they never published any of the work leading up to this * (1 in 10? could be lower/higher, hard to guess here)
what they created leaked * (1 in 50 – normally 1 in 500, but adjust generously upwards to steelman – BSL-2, live virus, etc)
the leak started an outbreak * (1 in 3)
it only showed up at the market * (1 in 10,000 – use ratio of Wuhan vendors to Wuhan population, or use traffic analysis)
it showed up at the market twice * (1 in 2,000 – it could look like 2 lineages by chance, but that’s very unlikely)
this all happened in the same month the SARS outbreak started * (1 in 6? or 1 in 4, or ignore seasonality, not a big deal)
the most positive samples happened to be in a shop selling susceptible animals * (1 in 68)
that shop was one of the only three (in town) previously fined for selling illegal wildlife * (3 in 10)
the cover-up was so good that neither DRASTIC nor the US government has solved this (1 in 10 – could be lower or higher)

Total odds against a lab leak = 1 in 5*1025 Uses real data less reliable but can be estimated from other data Hard number to guess



This isn’t a full Bayesian analysis with priors.

I have suggested starting at 99 to 1 for zoonosis vs lab, based on flu data, and the conservative (but unproven) assumption 
that 1977 was caused by some lab.

I would mark down zoonosis for the Furin Cleavage Site found in Wuhan.

CGG might lean weakly towards the lab, but it’s not a high bayes factor and I’m not sure it counts at all, since it seems to
have a function that was selected for.

I would give no weight to N-glycans or the FauI site.

I would not count ACE2 binding, since we’ve now found that feature in nature.

Suppose that you start at 50/50 after including both Wuhan location and the FCS, to match Kristian Andersen’s priors. That’s 
equal to starting at 99 to 1 for zoonosis and then giving Wuhan+FCS a weight of 100. Start there, for simplicity.

After adding all these new things we’ve learned since February 2020, zoonosis wins by a factor of 5*1025

That leaves a wide margin for error, in terms of interpreting the market evidence and exactly what the DEFUSE grant means.



There is still a fair amount of uncertainty in this analysis.

We can debate the details more.

Some values are based on real data.

Some are estimates based on the number of prior experiments.

Some are guesses that should be treated with a wider range of uncertainty.

I may be double counting in a few places, that’s a common risk in Bayesian analysis.

I said it’s 1 in 10 they’d find the SARS2 spike interesting and 1 in 100 they’d make a SARS2 backbone.
Those might be dependent on each other -- the odds of a SARS2 precursor becoming a backbone might go up
if they find the spike interesting and thus be double counted. But maybe not, because WIV1+SARS2 spike might
be interesting enough, and that could also leak.

I said they didn’t publish their work but also counted them having no secret virus. That might be double counting.

I also counted the fact that governments/sleuths haven’t solved this. That overlaps a bit with “no secret virus”.

But it doesn’t overlap entirely, because there are so many different methods that intelligence agencies and sleuths
could use to solve this mystery.



If I include a factor for the lab leak cover-up being so good that no one has proved it,
do I need to include a similar factor, on zoonosis side?

Maybe. Neither one has been definitively proven, otherwise we wouldn’t be debating this.
But there’s a lot more evidence pointing to the market than the lab.

I could consider removing this factor from my analysis, but my opponent relies heavily on the fact that
no animal tested positive, so I think he would likewise have to remove that.

I also think the dispositive evidence for a natural origin could only be found by surveying Chinese
wildlife, and no one in China has done that or published it.

None of the live wildlife was tested at the market and only 600 animals were tested from supplying farms,
most of which were not even relevant species:



The dispositive evidence for a lab leak could be found in a variety of ways, maybe even outside China

There could be a whistleblower from the lab, or any foreign scientist who worked with the lab.

There could be a saved copy of the Wuhan database. Or a FOIA’ed copy of a paper. Or some e-mails.

There could be evidence from the supplies that the Wuhan lab purchased.

There could be witnesses if the Wuhan lab had secret sampling trips in Yunnan or Laos.

Years of searching have not turned up anything.

The best evidence they’ve found is the DEFUSE grant, which is ambiguous and probably didn’t even happen
(even my opponent gives it less than 50% odds).



The human evidence we do have points in the other direction.

Australian scientist Danielle Andersen worked at the WIV in November.
She didn’t get sick, and didn’t know anyone that got sick. She tested negative for covid antibodies.

The Wuhan lab says they tested their staff for covid antibodies and all were negative (obviously, this is the
one thing that would be easiest to lie about).

We do have something of a whistleblower from the Trump state department, Christopher Ford.
He says that he pushed his colleagues to investigate the science more carefully before accusing China of
a lab leak. He says there was an internal review at the state department of Steven Quay’s Bayesian analysis,
and the scientific experts gathered said the analysis did not hold up. Ford says that his colleagues, like
David Asher, went far beyond what the science could prove.

We’ve also uncovered e-mails from the people supporting Brexit, where they plotted to get Yuri Deigin
onto Bret Weinstein’s show and Weinstein onto Joe Rogan, to popularize the lab leak theory.

And we may even have some evidence that Robert Redfield might have been lying to congress, when he said
he tried to alert Fauci and Collins about a lab leak, before February 1st. Multiple FOIA attempts have failed to
turn up any such e-mails.

https://christopherashleyford.medium.com/the-lab-leak-inquiry-at-the-state-department-96973cff3a65
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/366553435/Top-science-journal-faced-secret-attacks-from-Covid-conspiracy-theory-group
https://twitter.com/mikeydoubled/status/1710047640245702948
https://twitter.com/JamesCTobias/status/1645968474584260610


There are many ways to answer a question, probabilistic arguments are only one.



One way to resolve an argument is to lay out all the evidence.

The facts point to a natural origin at the Huanan market, the lab leak theory is entirely speculation:

Fact:                                                                                            Speculation:
Earliest known cases were at the Huanan market.                                           Maybe China missed earlier cases or hid them.

Later cases center on the market.                                                                        Maybe China used a biased search.

There were Covid susceptible animals at the market.                                      Maybe a person from the lab came and infected those animals.

There is no known virus which could be used to create Covid.                      Maybe the WIV secretly had other viruses.

RATG-13 is not close enough to create Covid.                                                    Maybe RATG-13 was modified, or it’s fake, or it’s a diversion.

The DEFUSE grant was not funded.                                                                      Maybe the project secretly happened anyways.

That project was supposed to happen in America.                                           Maybe work secretly happened in Wuhan.

The DEFUSE grant was interested in SARS1 viruses and chimeras.                Maybe Shi Zhengli was interested in SARS2 viruses.

Scientists usually insert RRKR or RRSRR as a furin cleavage site.                   Maybe Shi Zhengli had some reason to choose PRRAR.

Scientists have no clear codon preference for arginine.                                  Maybe Shi Zhengli always uses CGG.

The Wuhan database went down at some point in 2020.                               Maybe the database went down in September 2019, to hide a lab leak.

Kristian Andersen initially thought covid might be a lab leak                         Maybe Fauci forced Andersen to change his mind



Another approach is to look at who’s spreading the information.

The lab leak theory was started by Steve Bannon, one month after the pandemic started.

The 3 sick WIV employees story was promoted by Michael Gordon, who also spread the stories about
Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction.

There are big overlaps with other misinformation movements.

Alex Washburne works with the Brownstone institute, an organization that also promotes anti-vax authors.

Matt Ridley supports the lab leak theory and also doubts climate change.



Matt Ridley supports lab leak and also doubts climate change

In one article, he writes:

one forecast from Nobel economist William Nordhaus

Most forecasts point to substantially more
global warming than that.

https://www.nber.org/system/files/working_papers/w22933/w22933.pdf


In 2010, he praised bloggers for questioning climate change and said that climate researchers 
were corrupted by research grants. That sounds just like praising DRASTIC and accusing Kristian 
Anderson and other Covid researchers of being corrupted by funding from Fauci.

Ridley framed climate change as a “free speech” issue:

That sounds just like framing lab leak as “important to talk about because it is censored”.

Lab leak was censored by Facebook in 2020, but mostly just stuff like “Covid is a bioweapon”.

Ridley might question climate change because he owns and profits from coal mines on the 
property he inherited.

Ridley is also known for helping crash the British economy during the global financial crisis. He 
was the chairman of Northern Rock bank, when it had to be bailed out in 2007.

Matt Ridley uses the same tactics for lab leak and climate change denial

https://www.spectator.co.uk/article/the-global-warming-guerrillas/
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/jul/15/matt-ridley-accused-of-lobbying-uk-government-on-behalf-of-coal-industry


Yuri’s co-author, Daoyu Zhang, is “Flavinkins” on Gab. Here are some of the things he posts:





There are a few reasonable people creating lab leak theories.

There are also some reasonable scientists that aren’t involved in creating specific lab leak theories, but
who just remain on the fence about the origins issue, or who just think that lab safety is an important
issue that should be talked about.

But there are also a large number of bad actors creating misinformation.

For Rootclaim’s Bayesian analysis to be valid, it needs to be very careful to exclude that misinformation,
otherwise the analysis will be flawed (“garbage in = garbage out”)



Another approach is to look for patterns common in conspiracy theories.

Goalpost shifting is a typical one.

Conspiracy theories can’t be killed be contradictory facts, they just change into new versions.

Think about hydroxychloroquine. It wasn’t enough to do
a trial showing that hydroxychloroquine doesn’t work
against covid. People said it only works if you treat the
patients earlier. When that failed, they said you have to
add azithromycin. When that failed, they said you have
to add zinc. When that failed, they still didn’t give up,
they just said that the trials were all rigged.

https://medium.com/@tgof137/why-hydroxychloroquine-didnt-work-5348af061cd
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7384270/?report=reader
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-2558-4
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7695238/


Lab leak follows a similar pattern

At first, covid binds well to human ACE2, so it must be engineered.

Then we find a pangolin virus which also binds well. So the theory becomes that covid is a lab chimera 
between bat and pangolin viruses.

Then we find a bat virus which binds even better. So the theory becomes that the lab secretly had that virus.

The scientists proposing a natural origin make theories that fit evidence, and their theories often predict new 
developments:

they predicted lineage A would be found at the market, and it was
they predicted raccoon dogs were at the market, and they were

You can’t make predictions with the lab leak theory.

The only prediction is: no matter what evidence is found, they’ll say it’s good news for the lab leak theory.



Goalpost shifting means that this debate will never be settled:



What evidence would be good enough?

Washburne says that finding a bat ancestor to SARS-CoV-2 wouldn’t be good enough, he thinks it would be fake.

Suppose you could prove that the raccoon dogs were infected on December 31st, through some more careful analysis of the 
market DNA samples, or maybe some uncovered frozen sample.

The theory would be that someone from the lab infected those animals back in November. Rootclaim already proposed that. 

Or they would say that the evidence was fake.

Suppose you found a natural raccoon dog virus that was a likely precursor to covid.

The theory could be that the lab secretly had that virus, just like it secretly had the right bat virus from Laos.
Or they could say that virus was fake.

Suppose the Wuhan lab made 100% of their records and databases publicly accessible and provided clearer alibis showing 
that key scientists did not get sick in November.

The theory would be that the Wuhan lab is lying and hiding additional viruses and databases.



Another approach is to look at behavior

If you think there was a lab leak, did people respond like it was a lab leak?

For instance, Shi Zhengli went travelling to a conference in Singapore, in December, right after a November
lab leak would have occurred. Her lab kept publishing, throughout the fall.

Her team went out to dinner without concern in January.

She published RATG-13, a virus that was so similar to Covid that it created a year of conspiracy theories.

She didn’t even have to publish that virus,
if they’d used it or a similar one for engineering.

Shi Zhengli also gave an interview where she said
she was worried the virus could have come from
her lab. And she said she had previously thought of
Wuhan as an unlikely place for a pandemic to start.

Why would she say things like that, if she had
created the virus? Wouldn’t that just implicate her?
Wouldn’t she say the opposite to cover it up?

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/how-chinas-bat-woman-hunted-down-viruses-from-sars-to-the-new-coronavirus1/


Some lab leak conspiracies also include:

The Chinese government
Peter Daszak and Ecohealth Alliance
The WHO team that worked with Peter Daszak
Ralph Baric
Kristian Anderson
Eddie Holmes
Tony Fauci
Michael Worobey and all his co-authors
Maybe I’ll make the list, after this debate?

Which of these people acted like they were in on the plot?



Peter Daszak
Dec 9: TWIV interview, talks about swapping out spike proteins
Jan 11: He’s still tweeting about infecting humanized mice with SARS related viruses.
Jan 25: He’s still talking about “50 SARS-CoV viruses” when asked if the virus is natural.
Feb 10: sends out an e-mail asking other Ecohealth scientists to sign a letter condemning conspiracy theories.
Feb 19: The Lancet puts out that letter, signed by 27 scientists

https://usrtk.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/CSU-Daszak-email.pdf
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(20)30418-9/fulltext


Tony Fauci
February 1: when informed of a possible lab leak, his first response is to suggest someone call the FBI:



Wuhan and Beijing governments

Dec 10: first known case
Dec 27: Doctor Zhang Jixian discovers human to human transmission.
Dec 29: Market link is known across several hospitals.
Dec 31: China closes and cleans the market.
Jan 15: WIV scientists are still out having dinner in public, not wearing masks.
Jan 18: Wuhan potluck dinner for 40,000 families, designed to break some record.
Jan 20: China admits human to human transmission.
Jan 21: Chinese new year celebration
Jan 22: order to wear masks in Wuhan
Jan 22: Chinese CDC: “it is highly suspected that the current epidemic is related to the trade of wild animals”
Jan 23: China quarantines Wuhan and 3 other cities
Jan 23: China shuts down Hubei wildlife farms
Jan 27: Wuhan mayor steps down, publicly shamed
Feb 24: Beijing restricts wildlife farming nationwide.

The Wuhan government doesn’t seem to know about a lab leak. They didn’t panic or respond aggressively.

Killing tens of millions of animals on farms could be a way to hide a lab leak, but that sounds quite aggressive.

https://www.ibtimes.sg/focus-wuhan-potluck-dinner-cpc-fires-party-leader-hubei-amid-sharp-spike-deaths-39328
https://archive.is/TfWcl
https://twitter.com/zhihuachen/status/1461739835803197441
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2020-02/24/c_138814139.htm


Kristian Andersen

Early on, he says he’s 50/50 for natural/lab origin.

He gets less certain as they finds the pangolin viruses, notices the furin cleavage site doesn’t look engineered,
finds the PAA insert in RmYN02. And presumably he leans even more towards a natural origin when he sees
clearer data showing the virus came from the Huanan market.

By the end of the slack messages, he declares his frustration with all the misinformation, and says he’s ready
to fight back against it. He says he will “die on this hill”:



From my perspective:

Shi Zhengli is not acting like it’s a lab leak.

Kristian Andersen honestly changed his mind as he learned more.

The Chinese government is often evasive, but that doesn’t mean anything because they’re also
denying an outbreak at the market. China has also tried to cover up other zoonotic disease outbreaks
like a pneumonic plague outbreak.

The most suspicious people of all are the ones selling the lab leak theory. Their behavior is the
one thing we can look at to most easily see who’s lying. To be clear, some of them probably believe
everything they’re saying – I’m mostly accusing specific known liars.

The covid origins scientists like Worobey and Pekar have done a good and honest job at
showing that Covid spilled over at the Huanan market.

https://twitter.com/past_is_future/status/1437869706908741639


Is Bayesian analysis the best approach?
Some general thoughts on

Probabilistic arguments



Bayesian/probabilistic arguments can be more precise than other methods, 
but there are also many ways they can be wrong.

These analyses are not inherently superior to human reasoning. A human still chooses which
evidence to include in the analysis, and how to weight that evidence.

The analysis can be skewed in one direction or the other by including or omitting evidence.

Rootclaim and I have both done probabilistic analyses that point in entirely opposite directions.

Only one of these can be correct. Perhaps one or both of us left out important factors.

A probabilistic analysis can fail if the underlying evidence is wrong (“garbage in = garbage out”)

My analysis could be wrong if the market data is wrong.

Rootclaim’s analysis could be wrong because they ignore the market data.

We need to establish the facts before we can set the probabilities.



Sometimes the odds are simply hard to estimate:

What is the effect on the odds of the virus having a furin cleavage site?

Alex Washburne says this is very rare: a 1 in 1,000 coincidence.

Rootclaim’s 2020 analysis says this only increases the odds of a lab origin by a factor of 8.

The first version of Rootclaim’s 2023 arguments (in week 1) said FCS only increases the odds of a lab origin by a factor of 2.

Then in the week 2 version, they changed it to give it a factor of 20-100, because of the “clean insert”.

I agree that a sarbecovirus with a furin cleavage site is interesting and rare, but Rootclaim doesn’t seem to know
how rare that is, they’re just guessing as to which numbers to use.

There’s nothing wrong with updating an analysis, I’ve also been trying to refine my analysis as this debate has progressed.
I use data where possible, but some things are just guesses. The furin cleavage site odds are just a guess.

https://twitter.com/WashburneAlex/status/1633501917509722113
https://www.rootclaim.com/analysis/What-is-the-source-of-COVID-19-SARS-CoV-2


Let’s look at some other Bayesian analyses



Some Bayesian analyses for lab leak
simply ignore all the market evidence

This is one example, from Michael Weissman

He starts with 99% odds of a natural origin vs a lab leak,
much higher than Rootclaim does.

He assigns a large weight to things like
CGGCGG or “pre-adaptation”.

He throws in other “suspicious lab leak leaning things” and doesn’t
give them any weight, to pretend like he’s being conservative.

He ignores all the evidence of a market origin.

And he ignores any questions of whether the lab was actually
doing relevant work, whether they had a secret virus, why they
would insert PRRAR out of frame, etc.

https://michaelweissman.substack.com/p/an-inconvenient-probability-revisited?r=2byn6&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web


Here’s a similar analysis, from Louis Nemzer.

He starts with natural origin at 99.9%, a much higher
value than Rootclaim does.

He increases lab leak by 100X for “near a BSL-4 lab”,
by 200X for the furin cleavage site,
and by 55X for the double CGG.

Those are high odds for each of those things.

He also includes zero mention of the wildlife market,
no odds for secret viruses, and no mention of any of
the questionable engineering choices.

https://twitter.com/BiophysicsFL/status/1453809800794488832?t=96MYHPn3Q_pVR-1DCfDOGg&s=19


Steven Quay’s Bayesian Analysis, 2021:

Zoonosis starts at 98.8%, higher than Rootclaim.

The heavy lifting is done by 6 things:
“location of first cases near WIV”
“Lack of evidence of seroconversion in Wuhan”
“Lack of posterior diversity”
WIV research and capacity to edit viruses
“Lack of furin cleavage site in other sarbecoviruses”
“Rare usage of CGG codons”

The first 3 items are actually evidence in favor of
a market origin:
The first cases were at the market, not the lab.
The lack of diversity is because it started at the market.
The lack of seroconversion is because it just started.

Furin cleavage site does lean towards a lab origin.
The “opportunity” section is unclear.
And CGG codons are ambiguous or weak bayes factor.

This is yet another misleading and one sided analysis --
It includes lots of lab leak leaning evidence, but ignores all market leaning evidence.

https://zenodo.org/record/4477081


Here’s the conclusion of Rootclaim’s 2020 analysis on covid’s origins:



They worked through the probabilities, step by step, here are the first few steps:



Mistakes made in Rootclaim’s 2020 analysis:

They start zoonosis at 78% and bioweapon at 16%, very different priors from other Bayesian analyses.

They claim any mild virus showing up in Wuhan would have a 50/50 chance of being a lab leak, before even considering
any features of the virus, like the furin cleavage site.

They assume that Covid is a chimera of a pangolin and bat virus. Since finding BANAL-52, that’s not necessary.

The key mistake is that it doesn’t recognize that the first known cases were at the Huanan market. The analysis
states that if that were true:

As we’ve seen, the odds the first cluster would be at the Huanan market are around 1 in 10,000. 

They used only 1 in 10. And in their latest analysis they don’t count the market at all.

Correcting for that one mistake alone, Rootclaim’s 2020 analysis would show a 99+% probability that covid is natural.



Any honest Bayesian analysis would include factors from both sides

It should include the Furin Cleavage Site and the presence of a lab in the same city as the virus. Those
should make us suspicious of that lab, and it was reasonable to be suspicious of the lab in early 2020.

But it also needs to include the factors that don’t look engineered, like the out of frame PRRAR furin site.

It needs to include the odds they were secretly doing the DEFUSE grant, and the even lower odds
they had a secret virus to start the engineering from.

It needs to include the failure of 4 years worth of lab leak theories to come up with any one theory.

And it needs to include the strong evidence pointing to the Huanan market as the point of origin.

Each of these lab leak analyses are skewed entirely towards the lab.

Very few non-lab leak people have even tried making a balanced Bayesian analysis. Here’s one analysis
I found that said 75% market, 25% lab, after including factors from both sides. They still don’t apply much
weight to the market data, but even including it at all makes zoonosis win.

And most scientists support the zoonotic origin, but they prefer not to just make up numbers for everything.

https://manifold.markets/IsaacKing/did-covid19-come-from-a-laboratory#vTTrFWwJEIAytKC3ZXCa
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1IWZzk9m1LrmMdXw0nBVx4GS6piGZ8EsI6BKVqO2Ltuw/edit#gid=0


In other words:



Other problems to avoid, in a Bayesian analysis



Bayesian/probabilistic arguments can fail because of double counting.

Consider this argument:

“There’s a 1 in 100 chance the virus showed up in Wuhan, the same city that 

has the Wuhan institute of Virology.”

“And, since that lab is the best coronavirus lab in China, let’s adjust by a 

factor of 10 and say the odds are 1 in 1,000 that the virus is natural.”

As we’ve already seen, most big cities in China have labs.

The only reason we’ve specified Wuhan as interesting is because it has the best lab.

That’s a form of double counting.



Now consider this argument:

“The odds of a virus showing up in Wuhan are 1 in 100

They were researching furin cleavage sites, and the virus has a furin cleavage site.

The odds you’d find a furin cleavage site naturally are 1 in 100.

Now the odds are one in 10,000 that it’s a natural virus.” 

Is that double counting?

Again, you only chose Wuhan as important because the lab was doing that work.

Almost every Chinese city has a lab, Wuhan is only important because they had “the furin cleavage site lab”. (which had never
actually inserted any furin cleavage sites, mind you, but they were co-authors on the DEFUSE proposal, so this is a maybe)

Does specifying the cleavage site change the odds or not?

I think this may still be double counting. Maybe you get the odds of the cleavage site or the odds of the city, but not both.

Maybe you need to adjust the Wuhan odds because you could also make an FCS theory for Beijing and a few other cities.

I’m not sure there is a simple way to define double counting here. One definition might be: would you still make the lab leak
theory if the virus did not have a furin cleavage site? If not, then you’re double counting.



Your Bayesian argument can be wrong if you specify things that are rare but unimportant:

Example: someone is murdered in one building in Wuhan. There are 10 million buildings in Wuhan. The odds
are 1 in 10 million that it would happen in that building. Therefore, the odds are extremely low it would happen there,
this murder should be seen as highly suspicious.

But the 1 in 10 million is not relevant, in that case. It had to happen in some building.

When I mentioned the importance of the Huanan market, I said it was a 1 in 10,000 coincidence that the virus
would start there. The market was important because it had previously been identified as a high risk place for a viral
spillover, 4 places in Wuhan sold such wild animals, and it sold more wild animals than any such place in Wuhan.

Those odds were based on analysis of traffic to the market, or the number of employees working at the market.

I did not say it was a 1 in 10 million coincidence, because there are 10 million buildings in Wuhan.

Had the virus first been found at some other random place that did not sell susceptible animals, that location
might have no significance at all. If the first cases were in a movie theater, that wouldn’t adjust the odds at all, because
there’s no clear source for a novel virus in a movie theater.



It might be the same with patterns like the FauI site or the double CGG.

FauI is only one of many restriction sites. The odds are ~50% you’d find a similar length restriction site
in the furin cleavage site, or 99.5% you’d find a restriction site of any length.

CGG is not the preferred codon of labs.

It is rare in nature, but if you don’t understand why people would choose it, then maybe it doesn’t matter.

It’s not that much rarer as a natural insertion (bayes factor between 1 and 5.5, depending on whether it
was copied from host or viral RNA).

Also, it seems to have an evolutionary purpose: it improves protein folding accuracy. So maybe it was selected
for and relative odds in nature and engineering don’t matter.



Motivated reasoning can find suspicious patterns anywhere



You can find suspicious patterns anywhere
To demonstrate how motivated reasoning works, let’s make a mock conspiracy theory about 
another virus called HKU-1.

The have been 3 coronaviruses coming out of China in the last 20 years.

After SARS and before covid, another human coronavirus was discovered. It’s called HKU-1.

The first case was discovered in a man in Hong Kong, but he’d just travelled to Shenzhen, 
and we think he got sick there.

The virus has a furin cleavage site, RRKRR. That’s an optimal cleavage site, exactly the kind of 
thing scientists would insert into a virus in an experiment.



What are the odds a virus has a furin cleavage site?

Estimates range anywhere from 1 in 2 up to Alex Washburne’s 1 in 1,000.
Let’s go with 1 in 100.

Let’s look at how those amino acids are encoded for RRKRR:

CGT CGT AAA CGT AGA

There’s a triple CGT!

In covid, 2 out of 3 of the arginines are spelled CGG.

HKU-1 is even more suspicious, with 3 out of 4 spelled CGT.

Each one is 10%, so the odds are 1 in 1,000 of that happening by chance.

So we’re at 1 in 100 odds for the FCS times 1 in 1,000 for the triple CGT =
1 in 100,000 odds this virus is natural.

codon frequency for HKU-1
CGT  9.6%

CGC  3.3%

CGA  8.5%

CGG  3.0%

AGA 50.2%

AGG 25.4%

https://twitter.com/WashburneAlex/status/1633501917509722113
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/NC_006577.2?report=genbank


I searched through the rest of the genome. S is never repeated more than 3 times in a row.
I searched for the other 19 amino acids. None of them are ever repeated more than 3 times in a row.

Yet, here, right at this critical junction, the furin cleavage site, we find five serines in a row!

What are the odds of seeing S, five times in a row? There are 20 amino acids, so it’s:

(1/20)⁵ or 1 in 3.2 million!

Multiply 3.2 million by 100,000 and we now have 1 in 320 billion!

This is clear evidence of human design.

The furin cleavage site isn’t the only thing that jumps out at me here.
Right before that we see SSSSS, five serines in a row!



HKU-1 was found in Shenzhen, the same city that has the “Shenzhen institute of synthetic biology”.

Coincidence? Or, did they use synthetic biology to create it?

The odds are 1 in 100 that it would show up in Shenzen, compared to some other city in China.

Put that all together: the odds are only 1 in 32 trillion that HKU-1 is a natural virus.

It’s overwhelmingly clear that HKU-1 was made by scientists!

If I wanted to increase that number, I could pick out other things about it.

Going over wikipedia:
“HKU-1’s S protein has been noted for its large size.”

Did scientists enlarge the spike protein?

“The HE protein differs from conventional ones (such as the one in OC43) by having a much smaller
vestigial lectin domain. This domain is shielded from recognition by the immune system via size
changes and glycosylation.”

Did scientists change the glycans to create a virus that evades the immune system?

http://www.isynbio.org.cn/index_en.aspx
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_coronavirus_HKU1
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4860016/#!po=6.25000


I looked for restriction sites in HKU-1’s furin cleavage site and I found 10 of them!

Image made with NEBcutter

https://nc3.neb.com/NEBcutter/prj/


After making this theory, I noticed that some guy on Twitter made an actual conspiracy theory for HKU-1.

And now I feel like an amateur. He found all the same stuff I did, like the quintuple serine. But he found 

even more suspicious things elsewhere that could be seen as “smoking guns” for lab creation.

This one was my favorite weird and spooky thing that he found – 15 repeats of the same 10 amino acid 

sequence. That looks completely unnatural.

The odds of that happening randomly would be (1/20)^150. Let’s just call that zero.

https://twitter.com/breakfast_dogs/status/1624011940568629249?s=20


Here’s HKU-1’s furin cleavage site, as compared to some related virus:

The FCS doesn’t look inserted, that was already there but it mutated to be a better one
(Or, did the lab choose a perfect cleavage site?)

But there is a 15 nucleotide insertion right before that.
If this 15 NT insert is natural, it gets a lot harder to say that Covid’s 12 NT insert is clearly engineered.

HKU-1 also has some 15-18 nucleotide “clean insertions” relative to its ancestors in the CTD region of S1:

https://twitter.com/breakfast_dogs/status/1624011976459399168/photo/3
https://twitter.com/breakfast_dogs/status/1624011969048051713/photo/1


You can make a conspiracy theory about anything.

If HKU1 had been a bad pandemic, perhaps we’d all be talking about the triple CGT, 
the quintuple serine, and the Shenzhen institute of synthetic biology.

Maybe we’d talk about that mysterious sequence of 10 amino acids that was 
repeated 15 times in a row.

Or maybe we’d talk about the 15 nucleotides inserted before the furin cleavage 
site, or the ones inserted into the CTD.

Lab leak theorists have had 4 years to hunt for similar anomalies with Covid, and 
they’ve found lots of patterns that look suspicious.



We see patterns in everything, and see signs of human intent
Sometimes those patterns are spooky. Everyone sees them:

Face on Mars, Viking 1976



In this case, the virus has a furin cleavage site and it started near a lab.



Those patterns go away with more time and attention:

Mars global surveyor, 2001



As we continue to investigate the origins of Covid, I predict all suspicious patterns will continue to fall away, one by one.

It can take time to find the answers.

It took 25 years to launch another spacecraft to orbit Mars.

It took decades to find the source of Ebola (also bats). We still don’t know how Ebola gets from bats to humans.

It took 5 months to find the host for SARS, even with the markets still open.
It took 15 years to find a cave that was more or less convincing of the bat origin of SARS. It still wasn’t exact — the closest bat 
virus is 96% similar to SARS. We still don’t know how SARS got from bats into civets. We still don’t know where the infected 
civets came from. It could have been a farm in Hubei or Yunnan or somewhere else. We may never know.

With covid, we’ve already found a 96.8% similar bat virus.
We already understand where the human ACE2 binding comes from.
We’ve found the virus originated at a market that was already flagged as dangerous.
We’ve found the most likely shop and some likely animals.
And we’ll probably learn more over the next 5 to 10 years.

I’m suggesting the judges vote for a natural origin, making a prediction that we’ll resolve any other mysteries in time.

It’s important that we understand that Covid is natural, so that we can focus on the changes that will prevent the next pandemic.


